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Introd
duction
Todayy’s whole heart coronary MR an
ngiography methods (CMRA) allow
a
the entire coronary tree tto be imaged in clinically accepptable scan time
es
[1,2]. To improve corronary vessel vissualization, fat suppression
s
is ty
ypically applied.. However, receent studies show
wed that cardiac fat can also hav
ve
diagnoostic value [3-6
6]. Fat around the
t heart is stro
ongly associated
d with features of the metaboolic syndrome (insulin sensitiviity, triglycerides,
cholessterol, risk of co
oronary heart dissease [5]) and is associated with
h the presence off atrial fibrillatioon, its degree off severity and thhe outcomes afte
er
ablatioon [6]. Fat deposition in the my
yocardium can ch
haracterize chronic myocardial infarction and thhe risk of furtheer complication [3]. Furthermore
e,
the infformation about water / fat can help
h to clarify su
uspicious cardiacc masses for insttance to identifyy tumors or edem
ma [4]. Recently, two-point Dixon
protoccols have been proposed
p
to replace fat-sat based
d protocols for CMRA
C
with no scan time penallty [7], providinng a conventionaal CMRA (waterr)
and ann additional fat image that can be
b used for furth
her analysis. In this paper a piloot study is reporrted to answer thhe question, whhether water / fattseparaated Dixon proto
ocols are able to compete with th
he more conventiional whole hearrt CMRA imaginng protocols useed in clinical praactice.
Methoods
Data w
were acquired in
n 24 non-sympto
omatic patients (male:
(
17, female: 7, mean age:: 62.5 ± 13.5(stdd)) on a 1.5T
b
bFFE 2p Dixon
clinicaal scanner (Achiieva, Philips Healthcare, Best, Netherlands)
N
using a 32-elementt cardiac coil. D
Dixon CMRA
was peerformed as an add-on
a
to an estaablished standard
d screening proto
ocol comprisingg: morphology, ccine (SA, LA, Image quality 2.5±0.8 2.0±0.7
VC), w
whole heart CM
MRA, stress-perffusion and viabiility. Dixon CM
MRA was added after stress-perrfusion in the SNRblood (total) 42±17 38±15
patiennt’s relaxation peeriod before the final viability sccan. Thus, Dixo
on data were acqquired during thee Gd-contrast SNRmyocard (total) 22±9
18±7
washoout. To facilitatee a comparison under this con
ndition, the ordeer of the convenntional / Dixon CMRA was
CNRblood/myocard 20±9
20±10
reverssed after 60% off the patients stu
udied. Conventional magnetizattion prepared (R
REST, T2Prep, ffat-sat) whole
21±10 13±5
heart C
CMRA using 3D
D bFFE (α:100°°) was compared
d with a similar protocol withouut fat-sat, but ussing 3D two- CNRbefore Gd
point mDixon FFE im
maging (α:15°), sampling two gradient
g
echoes of reverse polarrity after each eexcitation for CNRafter Gd
17±8
25±10
chemiical shift encodiing [8]. The tw
wo protocols usee the same pixeel bandwidth (00.21 pixel), sam
me voxel size
1.2×1..2×1.8 mm³, alm
most the same TR
R (4.2/4.4ms) an
nd cardiac sampling window (800/85ms). SENSE
E was used in Table 1. Compariison bFFE/mDixon.
two diirections: for thee bFFE scan (RAP
protocols used (mean ± standard deviation)
A =1.8, RSI=1.4) and for the mDiixon (RRL=3.0, R SI=1.4). Both p
a com
mparable numberr of shots (211/2
252) which is 20
0% more for the mDixon due tto a
larger FoV chosen. Navigator gatting with prosp
pective motion correction (5m
mm
a ECG gating (mid-diastole) was
w applied for both. Based on the
accepttance window) and
SENSE unfolded mDixon images, iteerative water/fat separation was performed [8]. All
imagees were scored (aaccording: 1: exccellent - 5: very bad) by three different experiennced
readerrs. Furthermore, water SNR and
d CNR were com
mpared in the arrterial blood andd in
the myyocardium estim
mating the corresp
ponding noise in
n the lungs for reeference.
Resultts and Discussio
on
All sccans were succeessfully perform
med and yielded
d sufficient and
d consistent im
mage
qualityy. Figure 1 show
ws data of one selected
s
patient for comparison.. In this pilot stuudy
mDixoon was found to
o have overall significantly (p=0
0.0001) better im
mage quality (scoore:
2.0±0..7) compared to bFFE (2.5±0.8)). The CNR, butt not the scoring
gs are influencedd by
the tem
mporal order off both scans (beffore / after Gd administration)
a
as
a shown in Tabb. 1.
Dixonn should be perfo
ormed after Gd administration in
i this particularr protocol. The ddata
Fig.1. 3D
D whole heart CM
MRA. Selected slicces of (left) bFFE
E,
show tthe potential of the mDixon app
proach compared
d to bFFE, which
h is known to suuffer
mDixon-water andd (right) -fat in a patient (83 years)).
(middle) m
from tthe reduced signal inflow in 3D applications [9].. mDixon image quality is betterr due Note reduuced ghosting duue to the differeent phase-encoding
to redduced ghosting, as a consequencce of the AP reead-out vs. the RL
R read-out useed in direction aand improved fat ssuppression in mD
Dixon (red arrow).
bFFE and due to thee better fat sup
ppression. Somee ghosting in bFFE
b
also stem
ms from not suffficiently
No ΔB0suppreessed chest wall fat. The major coronary vessels can be depicteed clearly with thhe Dixon scan. N
and/orr ΔB1-problems are visible as seeen for fat-sat. Due
D to the almosst binary and veery strong contraast in the
fat im
mages, the locatio
on of small epi-cardial vessel sttructures and tisssue boundaries are sometimes easier to
find inn the fat image than in the waater image. Thiss can augment vessel
v
reformattting (see Fig. 2), vessel
characcterization and can
c provide new and helpful diag
gnostic informattion. Furthermorre, the fat imagees can be
used ffor the quantificcation of the perri-/epi-cardial fatt burden in 3D, which potentiallly represents addditional
diagnoostic information
n of interest. Co
orresponding qu
uantification has not been done in this study yeet. In the
patiennt cohort studied
d so far, no sign
nificant intra-my
yocardial fat dep
position has beeen detected by m
means of
mDixoon.
Concllusion
Two-ppoint Dixon prottocols can poten
ntially replace conventional fat--sat-based protoccols for CMRA with no
scan ttime penalty. Th
he fat informatio
on additionally available
a
can heelp to answer cliinical questions in more
gations are necesssary e.g. with reespect to contrasst optimization.
detail.. Further investig
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Fig.22. Coronary mDixxon reformats (44
4
year patient). (a) reeformat using the
e
wateer image, (b) cooordinates from (a))
transsferred to the fat ddata, (c) reformat
usingg the fat imagee, (b) coordinatess
transsferred from (c) too water data (d).

